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A NEW CREATIVE COMMUNITY PROJECT
DRAFT BUSINESS PLAN NARRATIVE 2017
WYOMING COMMUNITY MEDIA - MISSION AND VISION
Boulder Community Media dba Wyoming Community Media (WCM) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit
corporation based in Downtown Cheyenne and Boulder, Colorado and organizing in Nebraska.
WCM is dedicated to democratizing the arts in all its forms - printed, painted, sculpted, digitized and making them accessible to all on small and large screens, exhibition space - through
empowering communities to become sustainable in their own ways. WCM encourages and
celebrate the arts and the New Creative Economy through integrating creativity and social
awareness into the daily lives of each community served. This business plan evaluates for the
Lincoln Court Aging in a New Creative Community Project (LINCOLN COURT).
LINCOLN COURT PROJECT SUMMARY
The LINCOLN COURT is an ambitious one but meets a variety of community needs.
Plans are to develop on the 15 acre Back 40 Subdivision on the West End of Cheyenne, Wyoming
consistent with the approved Missile Driver Corridor Plan. The property is adjacent to the former
Hitching Post Inn site. The project name is homage to the Lincoln Court, a motor lodge that
preceded the Hitching post, which fronted on the Historic Lincoln Highway (US 30).
WCM envisions a project positioned to target those wishing to incorporate more creativity in their
business and day-to-day lives seeking to build equity in them selves or improving their housing
situations. From a larger community perspective, the project supports and implements Cheyenne
and Laramie County community development goals by enhancing the social and cultural
experience for current and future residents through a mixed-use creative intentional community
and possibly improving blighted property – the LINCOLN COURT alter-ego Hitching Post Inn
site. The project also nurtures economic development by providing housing for primary jobs and
also space for local low-impact businesses to expand and entrepreneurs to flourish.
Based on a 2014 economic development report by Cheyenne LEADS and a 2017 report by the
Wyoming Community Development Authority there is a big need for housing, particularly
affordable housing in Cheyenne and Laramie County.
The WCDA 2017 report projects that in addition to 9,520 housing units in Laramie County and
based on incremental growth, an additional 4,074 dwelling units will be needed by 2020. Out of
this need, the vast majority of those needing housing will be those households who earn between 0
and 80% of the county's Median Family Income. Home price points are $200,000 to $300,000.
Lincoln Court offers the full range of benefits to Cheyenne with regards to affordable housing as a
key economic development objective:
• Available housing for all income groups helps a community retain jobs and retail stores,
and helps business owners attract and retain quality and reliable workers.
• The job creation and expansion impact is strongest if workers reside in the community.
Employees are able to live near employment centers and thus are better able to report to
work on time and have time to improve their job skills or get an education.
• Improves ability of communities and businesses to attract and retain workers.
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For a community, housing ties people together. It fosters a sense of place and local
identity. It plays an important role in a economic sustainability and development.
New construction and management of a property creates new employment and generates
multiple ripple effects that strengthen the local economy.
Workforce housing creates a more stable environment for children and helps them perform
better in school.
Enables lower-wage earners to get into a home and begin building equity. A house
payment is generally less expensive than rent, which increases disposable income.
Helps improve distressed areas and strengthen community and neighborhood pride.
Increases property values and property tax revenue to communities.
Creates family stability since wage earners work nearby and not commuter-distance away.
Housing plays a key role in individual welfare and often represents the single-largest
family expense/investment.

The project meets this housing need through a mixed-use development consisting of owner
occupied and rental, universally-accessible senior and intergenerational cohousing dwelling units
– detached and duplexes, civic and community spaces and appropriate retail that would support
the community such as a coffee shop, offices, live-work options. A site map is attached.
The LINCOLN COURT also is interested in innovative continuous care, including
intergenerational "green houses" as championed by Bill Thomas for caregivers who could live "on
site" in the cohousing community with their disabled family members who need more intensive
and specialized health care nearby.
The target market is wide open and consists of intergenerational individuals and families, as well
as seniors over 50 years of age, who may be local or from out of town "empty nesters" and
wanting to downsize, "vigorous retired" people wanting to stay active and age in a community
setting. In support of this, the project will investigate compatible services such as personal care,
urgent care.
The project is a public - private partnership with strong private sector partners and the affordable
housing component involving participation by local, state and federal government agencies. The
project is economically viable with a balance among strong equity from the public and private
non-profit sectors, debt financing and sales/lease.
WCM CORE BUSINESS STRATEGIES
Solid Project Management – WCM strives to administer its organization using innovative yet
sound management practices and follow generally accepted accounting principles. WCM has two
components to its core business. The first is digital media production, and second is the expanding
community and economic development component. WCM staff is suited to this unique mix of
program delivery and project implementation.
• Wyoming Community Media – Executive Director Alan O’Hashi: Executive Director
holds an MPA from the University of Colorado – Denver. He is no stranger to complicated
multi-disciplinary projects. He currently lives in Silver Sage Village senior cohousing in
Boulder, Colorado. As an aside, Alan's first job as a youth was at the Hitching Post Inn during
the 1960s and 1970s and has fond memories of the historic place
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Most recently, he served a full term as a member of the City of Boulder (Colorado) Planning
Board 1999 - 2004 charged with implementing and enforcing city land use, zoning regulations.
Developed long-range planning tools for public utilities, transportation, health and human
services, parks and recreation.
Concurrently, he provided contractual consultation to Habitat for Humanity of the St.
Vrain Valley (Colorado) where he worked in the community to establish collaborations to
assist with housing construction. He developed a 2-acre HFH subdivision (wrote successful
$62,000.00 HUD grant), including land acquisition, public improvement funding, processing
subdivision through the city of Longmont planning department and city council. Wrote and
administered a $93,000.00 HUD grant for three homes.
In Wyoming, he served as the Northern Arapaho Tribe, Community and Economic
Development Director 1990 – 1993 when he managed tribal housing rehab program. Prior to
that between 1980 – 1990, he was the Assistant to the Lander Mayor. He wrote successful $5
million in grants for public improvements – waste water treatment expansion, firehouse
improvements, Poposia Senior Housing Project; developed the Smith Street Passive Solar
Housing Project – coordinated joint effort between state of Wyoming, Fremont County School
District #1, city of Lander, private lending institutions, USDA loan guarantee programs to
construct public improvements for 20 passive solar houses. Also coordinated selection of
eligible families to participate.
Out of graduate school he began his career in public administration as Administrative
Assistant to the Gillette City Administrator where he was lead lobbyist for the successful $23
million Madison Water Project; Performed HUD CDBG citizen participation and grant writing
duties. Wrote in successful grant and loan applications, including a $125,000.00 HUD grant
for low-moderate income apartment house site development.
Recently he has worked in TV, movies, documentary and film festival production, he has a
previous life that includes 20 years of finding creative solutions in local government and nonprofit management and fund raising, economic and community development experience.
• Wonderland Hill Development Corporation (WHDC) – Jim Leach is a professional
engineer with more than 40 years of experience in the design, construction, and development
of sustainable housing, cohousing, planned neighborhoods, and urban infill development.
Throughout his career, Jim has led the industry in creating green building strategies and
community-based housing that combine high-quality design with maximum value.
WHDC is the pioneer in cohousing development having completed 22 projects since 1993.
Projects comparable in size to the LINCOLN COURT are the 29-unit La Querencia in Fresno
California and the Nevada City project in Nevada City, California. WHDC also has the
Washington Village Project underway in Boulder, Colorado.
Jim has been a spokesperson for the solar energy movement since the early 1980s and was
active in the writing and review of the Boulder Energy Code. In 1997, Jim was inducted into
the "Built Green Hall of Fame" by the Home Builders Association of Metropolitan Denver.
His award-winning neighborhoods have been recognized by the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development, National Association of Home Builders, National Council of the
Housing Industry, Urban Land Institute, and The Congress of New Urbanism.
Jim holds a bachelor's degree in architectural engineering and a bachelor's degree in
business management from the University of Colorado and a master's degree in construction
engineering from Stanford University.
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• Caddis Architects - Bryan Bowen: has been a practicing architect since 1995, dedicated to
the design of neighborhoods and eco-buildings, all with the vision of making baby steps
toward a sustainable permaculture planet. Bryan's main niche is cohousing, though his work
includes single-family homes, eco-retrofits, multifamily housing, mixed-use projects,
community planning, and commercial work. Bryan is currently a member of the City of
Boulder Planning Board. He is working with planner Jamison Brown.
• JB Fieldworks – Jamison Brown: JB Fieldworks is an innovative Landscape Architecture
and Urban Design studio in Boulder Colorado. Our firm specializes in thoughtful analysis,
creative design and sustainable development. We pride ourselves on our ability to work with
multi-faceted teams on complex projects. Our 20 years of planning and design experience
includes managing projects through all phases of their life cycle, including all scales of
projects in both rural and urban contexts. JB Fieldwork’s clients include national institutions,
municipal governments and private land owners. What they all have in common is a
commitment to design excellence, environmental stewardship and social equity
• #1 Properties – Jim Weaver: has broad experience with includes close to 40 years in
Senior Executive positions with Fortune 100 Companies, as well as City Manager for some of
the most prestigious cities in the South West. His business experience also includes owning
and operating companies in various industries. He brings those experiences, as well as his
work disciplines and background of success to the #1 Properties where he has recorded over
80 Real Estate transactions resulting in over $20 million sales this year alone. In 1984, #1
Properties was founded with the vision of being the real estate brokerage in Southeast
Wyoming that brings knowledge, exemplary professional service and community commitment
to all aspects of real estate brokerage. Over the last two decades, we have built a reputation for
results based on that concept. #1 Properties consists of over 60 full-time real estate
professionals who have an investment in their careers and their community.
Collaborations – Locally, WCM has a potential market of 563,000 Wyoming residents at
large and 60,000 residents in Cheyenne. Approximately 20 percent of the Cheyenne labor force
commutes from Northern Colorado and surrounding counties.
The city of Cheyenne 2005 – 2010 Strategic Housing Plan identifies a lack of a strong
collaboration between city/county/state organizations to meet jurisdiction needs for low and
moderate / low-income populations. The LINCOLN COURT project will fill this gap since the
premise is based on collaboration among affected organizations.
The Cheyenne economy is diversifying which not only creates additional employment
opportunities for the existing population, but also attract new residents. Rather than looking
inwardly WCM is looking outward to the Wyoming and more particularly to the Southeast
Wyoming community and creating viable and vibrant broad-based New West Creative Economy
collaborations.
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Wyoming Arts Council – WCM has enjoyed strong support from the WAC and will apply
for funding through the Community Arts Partnership WAC grant program. That program
supports projects, such as the LINCOLN COURT.
Cheyenne Downtown Development Authority – WCM is working with the DDA to site a
cooperative food store on the Lincoln Court site.
Cheyenne – Laramie County LEADS – WCM is a member of LEADS which has as its
mission to help existing businesses expand and attract new primary job creators to the
community. Lincoln Court is a part of the economic development mix that provides quality
and affordable housing to resident employees.
Greater Cheyenne Chamber of Commerce – WCM is a member of the Chamber, which is
a strong advocate for local economic development activities. The Lincoln Court project
will provide complementary housing and small business opportunities to the local market.
LINCOLN COURT Community Development – WCM assembled a strong team for the
LINCOLN COURT that includes Wonderland Hill Development Corporation (WHDC) the
leading developer of cohousing in the nation and Caddis Architects. WCM engaged #1 Properties
of Cheyenne to help develop the housing marketing program to pre-sell the owner occupied units.
WCM plans to offer it's 501(c)3 status so as to apply for grants and as a vehicle for tax-deductible
donations towards the project. WCM plans to be a part of the Lincoln Court Limited Liability
Company (LCLLC) once the project is more solidified.
INDUSTRY TRENDS
The LINCOLN COURT is located on the West End of Cheyenne. While WCM is not a
proponent of urban sprawl, the project makes sense in that it is at the "gateway to Downtown
Cheyenne" and will provide residential housing close to commercial areas, which is desirable.
The Wyoming economy has been in a downward spiral due to a huge down turning the coal
industry. While much of the state is experiencing a flat economy, Cheyenne is anchored by the
state government, the county seat, a large school district, a community college and the F.E.
Warren Air Force base. This stability results in steady, manageable growth.
Intentional Community Trends – The LINCOLN COURT consists of a mixed-use,
owner-occupied, diverse intentional community with market rate and permanently affordable
homes, as well as commercial – civic – retail - service uses. Cohousing is a type of collaborative
housing in which residents actively participate in the design and operation of their own
neighborhoods.
Cohousing residents are consciously committed to living as an intentional community. The
physical design encourages both social contact and individual space. Private homes contain all the
features of conventional homes, but residents also have access to extensive common areas. While
these characteristics aren't always true of every cohousing community, together they serve to
distinguish cohousing from other types of collaborative housing:
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Participatory process. The LINCOLN COURT business and housing residents participate
in the design of their community so that it meets their needs. Typical speculative housing
is driven by a developer's vision. In such cases, the residents will have less input into the
design.
Neighborhood design. The physical layout and orientation of the building floor plan
encourages a sense of community - for example, when the owner-occupied residences are
clustered and have their doors opening into a shared space. Intentional community
dwellings and businesses typically face each other across a walkway. What far outweighs
any specifics is the intention to create a strong sense of community, with design as one of
the facilitators.
Common facilities. Common facilities are designed for daily use, are an integral part of
the community, and are always supplemental to the owner-occupied residences. The
common spaces typically include a common kitchen, dining area, sitting area, laundry, and
also may contain a library, exercise room, crafts room and in some cases a guest room that
may be reserved by other cohousing community members for visitors.
Home and business resident management. Home and business residents manage their
own communities, and also perform much of the work required to maintain the property.
Owners participate in the preparation of common meals, and meet regularly to solve
problems and develop policies for the community.
Non-hierarchical structure and decision-making. Leadership roles naturally exist in
cohousing communities, however no one person (or persons) has authority over others.
Most groups start with one or two “burning souls.” As people join the group, each person
takes on one or more roles consistent with his or her skills, abilities or interests. Most
cohousing groups make all of their decisions by some form of consensus, and, although
many groups have a policy for voting if the group cannot reach consensus after a number
of attempts, it is rarely or never necessary to resort to voting.
No shared community economy. The community is not a commune with any common
ownership or a source of income for its members since renters or owners all individually
occupy their homes. Because this is a mixed-use project, there will be businesses that are
owned / operated by resident members. As revenue enhancements, there will be home
occupations allowed by law, studio and exhibition space available for "civic" uses.
However either, through an owners' association determine which common tasks are better
contracted out or performed by community members.

The LINCOLN COURT is planned to be a diverse mix of market rate and affordable owneroccupied condominiums with offices for arts and cultural organizations, service and convenience
retail and/or civic uses (i.e. restaurant, coffee shop, arts / cultural organizations) to serve not only
the LINCOLN COURT but the entire Cheyenne area.
Regardless of the size of the community, there are many opportunities for casual meetings
between neighbors, as well as for deliberate gatherings such as celebrations, clubs and business
meetings. An intentionally created common areas are the social centers of a community - dining
area and kitchen, lounge and frequently a guest room, workshop and laundry room.
The community may serve optional group meals in the common house several times a week. The
need for community members to take share the care of common areas builds a sense of working
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together, trust and support. Because neighbors hold a commitment to a relationship with one
another, almost all cohousing communities use consensus as the basis for group decision-making.
New Creative Economy Trends – The LINCOLN COURT epitomizes the New West
Creative Economy. In fall 2009 at LCCC in Cheyenne established an organization to contribute to
the development of the creative economy, and ultimately increase the quality of life for current
residents and attract more technology infrastructure and creative professionals to the community.
There are six goals:
• Create community development in Southeast Wyoming by creating synergistic actions by
individuals and groups promoting cultural development, economic development and
educational development.
• Facilitate a dialog about how all concerned residents can contribute to the growth and
diversification of the Southeastern Wyoming economy through continuing economic
development and synergistic infusion of the cultural arts.
• Capture the wisdom of community developers who have merged cultural arts and
economic and educational development in other regions of the country and apply those
development concepts that are a good “fit” for Southeastern Wyoming.
• Create and complete innovative projects that expand and develop Wyoming’s cultural and
economic environments.
• Develop new regional organizations and partnerships that promote the advancement of
culture, education and high-tech industries.
• Contribute to the role of cultural and educational organizations in community and
economic development.
A white paper about the New West Creative Economy written in 2009 by Howard Major and
Maryellen Tast, both of LCCC, says that the creative age requires people who can synthesize large
amounts of information and apply that information in new ways to solve problems and meet the
spiritual and economic needs of citizens.
The paper goes on to say that as the brand of globalization that has been developed to date
threatens to undermine the economy of the United States, it is imperative that all thoughtful
citizens understand the importance of helping our communities remain economically as well as
socially viable. Communities must engage in activities that promote a healthy economy while
developing the aspects of the community that help it retain the best aspects of humanity.
Creative Aging Trends - WCM is not a traditional nonprofit organization. WCM doesn't
directly save whales or protect children, but empowers others to attain their goals and missions
through digital media production services, training, fiscal agency, live event planning and
implementation through social media marketing strategies; planning, developing and
implementing community and economic development projects with a focus on the creative
economy.
The "graying" of America promises dramatic changes in the field of aging. It is estimated
that 10,000 people turn 65 years of age everyday. One of the most profound changes is a new way
older adults move from a "risk-based" approach that emphasizes losses to an "asset-based"
approach that stresses strengths, potential and achievements.
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Dr. Gene Cohen, author of The Creative Age: Awakening Human Potential in the Second Half of
Life, writes, "There is no denying the problems that accompany aging. But what has been
universally denied is the potential. The ultimate expression of potential is creativity." It is Dr.
Cohen's groundbreaking research that found a direct link between creative expression and healthy
aging.
Rabbi Zalman Schachter in his book From Aging to Saging also emphasizes the positive potential
active seniors possess and are wanting to unlock it, rather than sitting at home watching TV the
alternatives are endless from creative endeavors, to community volunteering.
Health and wellness can be achieved in many ways, including using creativity to work the
mind and body. Research has shown that mental activity stimulated by arts activities can be
especially beneficial to people with dementia and Alzheimer's disease. Cases of cognitive
disabilities increase with age, so as the population lives longer more people will be diagnosed. By
bringing arts programs to people with cognitive disabilities, you can create more opportunities for
people with cognitive loss and their caregivers. In this section you'll find information about Health
and Wellness programming, research, events, news and more.
Life long learning - As life expectancy increases, more attention is paid to the meaning
and purpose of living. The LINCOLN COURT project aims to meet the developmental needs of
older people through creative engagement, sense memory and self-expression. In this section you
will find more information about Lifelong Learning programming, news, research, stories and
more.
STRENTH, CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES THREATS
LINCOLN COURT Development Strengths – The LEADS study reports a strong arts
and culture community in Laramie County. This is a strength that LINCOLN COURT will
capitalize with its creative economic overlay.
According to the city of Cheyenne Strategic Housing Plan 2005 – 2010, Cheyenne has a cultural
diversity and variety unlike most communities its size. By mixing the traditional with the avantgarde, the community offers something for everyone – from street fairs and formal programs to a
wealth of museums, galleries, performances, concerts, theater, shops and businesses that enhance
the cultural experience.
One of the Strategic Plan priorities is to provide facilities and activities to serve the households of
the Cheyenne area, with special attention to the needs of youth, young professionals, new families
and the elderly. The LINCOLN COURT mixed-use intentional community is a development
opportunity that meets that priority.
Worldwide, there are now hundreds of intentional communities, expanding from Denmark into the
U.S, Canada, Australia, Sweden, New Zealand, the Netherlands, Germany, France, Belgium,
Austria and elsewhere. In an intentional community, residents know who lives nearby because
they may share common meals, decide how to allocate homeowners dues. Neighbors gratefully
accept a ride from another when their car is in the shop. Neighbors trust each other for childcare.
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Intentional community residents aspire to “improve the world, one neighborhood at a time.” This
desire to make a difference often becomes a stated mission, as the websites of many communities
demonstrate. For example, at Sunward Cohousing near Ann Arbor, MI, the goal is to create a
place “where lives are simplified, the earth is respected, diversity is welcomed, children play
together in safety, and living in community with neighbors comes naturally.”
At Winslow Cohousing near Seattle, the aim is to have “a minimal impact on the earth and create
a place in which all residents are equally valued as part of the community.” At EcoVillage at
Ithaca, NY, the site of two adjoining cohousing neighborhoods, the goal is “to explore and model
innovative approaches to ecological and social sustainability.”
Other intentional communities adopt visions that focus specifically on the value of building
community. Sonora Cohousing in Tucson, AZ, seeks “a diversity of backgrounds, ages and
opinions, with our one shared value being the commitment to working out our problems and
finding consensus solutions that satisfy all members.” Tierra Nueva Cohousing in Oceano, CA,
exists “because each of us desires a greater sense of community, as well as strong interaction with
and support from our neighbors.”
LINCOLN COURT Development Challenges – The LEADS study identifies housing as
a big challenge. Laramie County housing is relatively expensive and close to 100 percent capacity.
The Cheyenne LEADS 2014 Economic Base Study says that despite a high quality of life and
steady growth in recent years, Cheyenne and Laramie County face challenges when attracting new
residents.
Limited availability and relatively high costs of housing raise concerns for attracting and retaining
new residents, particularly those at low-income levels and recent college graduates. Growth may
also be slowed by perceptions that Cheyenne has limited social and recreational amenities,
particularly for young, single adults.
There is a market for affordable housing. This is the first intentional community proposed in
Wyoming and a smart outreach and marketing development strategy will be necessary. WCM will
work with its realtor, #1 Properties and Wonderland Hill Development Corporation to create an
understandable and effective campaign that will include a variety of new and digital media
approaches.
LINCOLN COURT Development Opportunities – The entire project is an opportunity.
The LINCOLN COURT project implements the LEADS study recommendation to develop new
cultural amenities, such as non-chain restaurants, indoor recreational options, boutique shopping,
performing arts spaces and a coop grocery store.
LINCOLN COURT will add "arts vibrancy" to the West End of Cheyenne. Arts vibrancy
measures the number of artists and artistic organizations in a community, the amount of nonprofit
funding available for cultural events, and the value of state and federal grants for the arts are all
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relevant factors. Laramie County, while not a hot spot is warmer than many. LINCOLN COURT
builds on this strength.
The LEADS study recommends the development of lifestyle amenities, including housing and
recreational opportunities, driven by the private sector but the public with the public sector playing
an important role in guiding this process through infrastructure development, building guidelines
and regulations, zoning, and other policies.
So far, the LINCOLN COURT project has received nothing but strong support from the city of
Cheyenne, planning, building, transportation, engineering, parks and recreation staff.
The site of the LINCOLN COURT alter-ego, the Hitching Post Inn burned down and due to the
presence of friable asbestos, is not a viable stand-alone redevelopment project. The LINCOLN
COURT project offers an opportunity to provide impetus for future owners to become a part of the
comprehensive neighborhood project and eliminate this blight from the West Lincolnway
frontage.
LINCOLN COURT Development Threats – The LEADS study identifies a shortage of
housing as a threat. Without increased housing stock, particularly rentals and affordable housing,
many workers in targeted low-skill and high-education occupations will not be able to relocate to
Cheyenne.
The LEADS study also identified the lack of investment in cultural infrastructure as a threat.
While there is a vibrant arts community, facilities are lacking. LINCOLN COURT, with its
creative economic overlay, will fill the gap with live-work studio, exhibition and performance
spaces.
The LEADS study reports that many residents travel to Northern Colorado when dining out or
shopping for clothing, accessories, and other non-grocery merchandise. The lack of an indoor
recreational center and other indoor activity options was also frequently noted as a serious concern
in the community, an issue particularly for families looking to entertain children during winter
months.
Although the recent recreation center bond was controversial and did not pass, this likely will need
to remain an objective supported by the business community. Without increased cultural amenities
such as non-chain restaurants, indoor recreation options, shopping, and performing arts spaces,
Cheyenne will likely continue to face challenges recruiting and retaining both workers and
businesses.
HOUSING MARKET DISCUSSION
Current Housing Need – The Wyoming Community Development Authority updated its
housing need projections in 2017. Based on a strong growth scenario and current housing
conditions, the housing need estimates are staggering with 9,520 Laramie County households with
at least one of the following needs criteria in 2015:
•
•

Overcrowding or severe overcrowding is defined as 1.0 or more persons per room or 1.5 persons
per room for severe overcrowding;
Cost burden or severe cost burden is defined as a household spending 30.0 to 50.0 percent of
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•

•

income on housing, with severe cost burden defined as spending above 50.0 percent of income on
housing
Lacking complete plumbing facilities is defined as a household, which lacks any of the following:
hot and cold running water, a flush toilet or a bathtub or shower. All three facilities must be located
inside the household.
Lacking complete kitchen facilities is defined as a household, which lacks any of the following: A
sink with faucet, a stove or range or a refrigerator. All three facilities must be located inside the
household.

Total Housing Need – This is estimated based on the current housing need plus
incremental housing growth. Even if the estimates are half correct, the housing need is remarkable.
In Laramie County between 2015 and 2020, the total housing need:
Baseline Housing need (2015)
Incremental growth
Total Housing Need (2020)

Laramie County
9,520
4,074
13,594

Cheyenne City
6,570
1,156
7,726

Total Housing Need by Income – In 2015, among those with at least one deficiency in
their homes the following data indicate that that the largest housing gap are among those earning
0-30% of the Median Family Income (MFI) and 50-80% MFI
0-30%
MFI
Laramie Cty 2,581
Cheyenne
1,900

30-50%
MFI
2,236
1,529

50-80%
MFI
2,275
1,842

80-95%
MFI
755
468

95-115%
MFI
615
458

115%
MFI
758
374

Existing Housing on the Market - As early July 2017, the realtor.com/Cheyenne had the
following housing stock on the market:
Rentals
73 houses and apartments - $466 to $1,395
Homes For Sale
$120,000 and $250,000
216 single-family detached dwellings
95 condo dwellings
$250,000 and $350,000
196 single-family detached dwellings
26 condo dwellings
$400,000 and $600,000
104 single-family detached dwellings
0 condo dwellings
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Commuters – The LEADS study found that not all the jobs in Cheyenne and Laramie
County are filled by local residents, and not all residents of a community work locally. To identify
the full labor force available to a community, it is important to look where local workers currently
reside. Commuting workers demonstrate that they are willing and able to work in a community,
despite not living there.
They are an important part of the available workforce. Commute data looks at Primary Jobs and
does not include secondary jobs, such as retail or hospitality. Local residents fill the vast majority
of primary jobs in Laramie County. However, the number of jobs filled by non-residents has been
growing with time.
In 2011, Laramie County had nearly 45,000 primary jobs, with 78% of these jobs filled by
residents. From 2006 to 2011, an average of 85% of Laramie County residents worked in the
county, with the other 15% commuting to outside the county for work each day.
Conversely, an average of 18% of local jobs are filled by non-residents, however, the share grew
from 12% in 2006 to 22% in 2011, an important shift.
Because the share of residents working locally only changed a small amount, this indicates that
non-residents of Laramie County are holding an increasing share of new jobs. Hundreds of
residents and workers commute in and out of the county each day.
The majority of in-and out-commuters travel to and from neighboring Wyoming counties and
Larimer County and Weld County in Colorado. Among neighboring Wyoming counties, the
greatest exchange of commuting workers occurs between Albany County and Natrona County.
In 2011, these two counties accounted for 29% of in-commuting workers and 35% of outcommuting workers. The same year, 26% of workers commuting into Laramie County came from
Larimer County and Weld County, in comparison, only 16% of Laramie County residents
commuted to these Colorado counties. This shows that, generally, Laramie County is more of a
destination for Northern Colorado workers than vice versa.
As a whole, those commuting for work, both in and out of Laramie County, tend to be slightly
younger than residents who work locally. In 2011, out-commuting residents were the youngest
group of commuters; with 32% less than 30 years old and 50% aged 30 to 54.
In comparison, in-commuters were slightly older; with 29% under-30 and 53% aged 30 to 54.
Both of these groups were younger than the non-commuting working population of Laramie
County, which tends to be slightly older, with 23% under 30 years old and 56% aged 30 to 54.
Affordable Housing Market Analysis – According to the city of Cheyenne 3-5 Year
Strategic Plan 2005 to 2010 (Strategic Plan), aging baby boomers moving into Cheyenne from
rural subdivisions have found urban developments that are friendly to pedestrians, bicycles, golf
carts and other small vehicles, creating compact and distinctive neighborhoods with small
neighborhood shops.
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The Strategic Plan data is not current, but, nonetheless, policies that made it difficult to develop
urban lots in the city and less expensive to develop large lot rural subdivisions in the county have
been modified, encouraging previously underutilized or bypassed land and infrastructure within
the urban area to be utilized, thus reinvigorating these areas of the region.
The City of Cheyenne Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing (Analysis of Impediments)
updated in 2010 says that affordability can certainly be a barrier to housing choice and becomes a
fair housing issue when housing patterns and/or policies effectively segregate households by
income. Availability (both new and existing units) of affordable housing has been an increasing
challenge in Cheyenne, both in rental and home ownership. Generally speaking, Cheyenne‘s
approach to addressing housing issues will focus on local regulatory review.
The LINCOLN COURT includes means that will result in the city meeting the following
challenges:
• Review zoning policies to determine affect on housing affordability and new neighborhood
development
• Review building code/inspection policies to determine impacts on housing affordability
• Encourage neighborhood revitalization within older neighborhoods and, as a
neighborhood, encourage residents to tackle issues associated with difficult properties
• Encourage development that provides additional housing opportunities
LINCOLN COURT helps the city improve its fair housing program. It is an urban development.
The homes are all planned to be owner occupied and there is a need for permanently affordable
homes. From a broad perspective, the need is evident.
According to the Strategic Plan, residential housing in Cheyenne has an average selling price of
$136,139, and rural housing is averaging $216,344. This range creates a challenge for low and
moderate-income families to become homeowners. The cohousing approach successfully nurtures
a diverse housing mix.
The LINCOLN COURT meets the city of Cheyenne housing goals by providing a portion of
permanently affordable homes. According to the 2004 Housing Needs Assessment Survey, 72.1%
of the respondents in Laramie County (381) were seeking to own a home and 25.9% wished to
rent.
Based on the Fair Market Rent for Cheyenne and assuming housing consumes 30% of salary, for
2005, it will take an hourly wage of $8.62 to afford a one-bedroom ($423/month) and $11.50 to
afford a two-bedroom apartment ($536/month).
If we compare Cheyenne with Casper, Wyoming (the second largest city in the state), Cheyenne is
12% higher than Casper for a one bedroom apartment and a two-bedroom apartment. The
comparison demonstrates that an estimated 28.7% of Cheyenne residents are unable to afford a
one- or two-bedroom apartment without assistance.
The Strategic Plan also reports that although Laramie County and the state of Wyoming’s poverty
status is less than the Mountain Division and the West Region, the effect of these poverty levels
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are greater because of the degree of consequences to the population: Laramie County 84,083 and
state of Wyoming 493,782. Areas of racial concentration are defined as those census tracts in
which the percent of minority is 20 points above the housing market area or greater than 50%.
Based on the 2000 Census information and definition of racial and ethnic concentration, Census
tracts 2,3,7.01, 10.03 and 10.04 are identified to be areas of concentration.
The 2000 Census reported a poverty rate of 25.4% in Census Tract 2. It is estimated that 2,300
renters (24% of all renters) have incomes less than 50% of the median and pay over 30% of
income for rent; and, there are 600 renters (6% of all renters) with incomes between 50% and 80%
of median that pay more than 30% of their income on rents. The Laramie County labor force
increased in number by 1,701 persons, from 42,431 in 2002 to 44,132 in 2003.
Unemployment changed by 214 persons and the unemployment rate increased from 3.8% in 2002
to 4.1% in 2003 and continues in the 4.1 to 4.5 range presently. The average apartment rent in
Laramie County changed by 10.46%, from $478 in the fourth quarter 2002 to $528 in the fourth
quarter 2003.
Detached single-family homes changed by 10.63%. Rents for a mobile home on a lot and rent for
mobile home lot changed by 7.60% and 4.19% respectively. Between 2000 and 2004, Laramie
County has experienced a continual growth pattern.
The area has undergone average annualized increases of 2.68% for apartments, 4.02% for houses,
3.72% for mobile homes plus a lot, and 3.16% for mobile home lots. The Cheyenne Housing
Authority currently has a one-year waiting list. Families are the most affected.
Due to a reduction in Section 8 Vouchers, families may experience a greater length of time to find
suitable housing. The LINCOLN COURT offers a viable opportunity for individuals and family to
improve their housing situations.
A client would want to participate in the LINCOLN COURT because it will be a unique
opportunity to be a part of a developing a community, rather than just "moving in" to a
community. Intentional communities revolve around community building and community
participation.
The LINCOLN COURT will work with private lenders, the WCDA and the city of Cheyenne to
get low-moderate income persons into a home ownership or improve their housing situations.
Housing Needs - The Strategic Plans says that the 2000 Census showed Cheyenne with a
population of 53,011. A 5.6% increase from 1990. In 2003, the Census provided a population
estimate for Laramie County at 84,083. A 3.0% increase from 2000. According to the 2000
Census, 88.1% of Cheyenne’s population is white; 2.8% are Black or African American; 0.8% are
American Indian and Alaska Native; 1.1% are Asian; 0.1% are Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific
Islander; 12.5% are Hispanic or Latino; and 7.1% are other or two or more race.
The median household income, the number of people in poverty and the percentage of people in
poverty were reviewed for each census tract in Cheyenne. Areas of low-income concentration are
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defined as those census tracts having more than 50% of their population in poverty.
Based on census information and the definition of low income, Census tracts 2, 3, 7, and 10 are
identified as areas of concentration for low income.
Although Laramie County and the state of Wyoming’s poverty status is less than the
Mountain Division and the West Region, the effect of these poverty levels are greater because of
the degree of consequences to the population relatively small populations.
Areas of racial concentration are defined as those census tracts in which the percent of minority is
20 points above the housing market area or greater than 50%. Based on the 2000 Census
information and definition of racial and ethnic concentration. Census tracts 2, 3, 7.01, 10.03 and
10.04 are identified to be areas of concentration.
The 2000 Census reported a poverty rate of 25.4% in Census Tract 2. It is estimated that 2,300
renters (24% of all renters) have incomes less than 50% of the median and pay over 30% of
income for rent; and, there are 600 renters (6% of all renters) with incomes between 50% and 80%
of median that pay more than 30% of their income on rents.
Laramie County’s labor force experienced a decrease of 1,701 persons, from 42,431 in 2002 to
44,132 in 2003. Unemployment changed by 214 persons and the unemployment rate increased
from 3.8% in 2002 to 4.1% in 2003.
The average apartment rent in Laramie County changed by 10.46%, from $478 in the fourth
quarter 2002 to $528 in the fourth quarter 2003. Detached single-family homes changed by
10.63%. Rent for a mobile home on a lot and rent for a mobile home lot increased by 7.60% and
4.19% respectively.
Between 2000 and 2004, Laramie County has experienced a continual growth pattern. The area
has undergone average annualized increases of 2.68% for apartments, 4.02% for houses, 3.72% for
mobile homes plus a lot, and 3.16% for mobile home lots.
Cheyenne Real Estate Trends - Cheyenne building officials define the “substandard condition” as
any residence that does not comply with the standards noted in the most currently adopted edition
of the Uniform Housing Code.
Cheyenne defines the term “substandard condition but suitable for rehabilitation” as any residence
which does not comply with the standards noted in the most currently adopted edition of the
Uniform Housing Code, yet is economically practical to rehabilitate meaning the cost of
rehabilitation is less than 50% of the value of the structure. The LINCOLN COURT meets these
requirements.
The average sales price of existing, detached, single-family homes, in 2003, was $145,087. This
represented a change of 10.25% from the previous year, which reinforces the growth pattern being
experienced by the area. Residential building permits in Laramie County authorized were 478 in
2002 and 779 in 2003. Single-family building permits were 446 in 2002 and 622 in 2003. Duplex,
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Tri- and four-plex units, and multi-family units were 32 in 2002 and 157 in 2003.
The Wyoming Community Development Authority (WCDA) began purchasing home loans in
1978, to provide affordable housing in Wyoming. There were a total of 7,826 loans purchased in
Laramie County between 1979-2004 with 307 in fiscal year 2004. In 2004, the average household
income was $36,933 and the average purchase price was $105,688.
Based on the 2000 Census data, 82% of homeowners and 79% of renters earning 30% or less of
the MFI in Cheyenne had one or more housing problems. Fifty-one percent of owners and 80% of
renters earning between 31-50 percent of the MFI experienced housing problems.
The data also indicates that households at the poverty level or very-low income are much more
likely to experience higher rents, substandard housing or overcrowding as compared to households
with higher incomes.
Citywide 20% of homeowners experience housing problems compared to 47% of renters,
citywide, experiencing housing problems. In 2004, there were 1,151 very low-income families and
1,468 low-income families in Cheyenne. Households were 3,331 very low-income and 3,245 were
low-income.
Accessible Housing Market Analysis – The Impediments Analysis as reports that people
with disabilities have difficulty finding suitable and accessible housing. Even though the Fair
Housing Act allows tenants to make physical modifications to render an apartment accessible,
fixed or otherwise limited incomes present a financial barrier to a disabled person‘s ability to
make physical modifications, and thus, is a barrier to the creation of accessible housing in
Cheyenne.
The analysis says that the city of Cheyenne has several tasks. The LINCOLN COURT develops
approaches in universal accessibility that will help the city complete the following:
• Educate developers and non-profit organizations about ways they can enhance the
accessibility of existing units and increase the availability of accessible units
• Systematically inform residents about their right to reasonable accommodations under fair
housing law
• Encourage property owners of housing built before 1991 to make their rental units
physically accessible to persons with disabilities
The LINCOLN COURT will help the city meet its affordable and accessible housing programs by
pioneering the notion of "permanent affordability" and "universal accessibility" into a diverse the
mix of market rate and affordable homes.
Community Development Priority Actions – The severe housing need will stifle
opportunities for newcomers, empty nesters, young families and others who have been attracted
to, or decided to stay in the area because of its amenities. The LINCOLN COURT helps create a
neighborhood experience for those living downtown as well as those visiting and helps the city
meet the following community and economic development priorities:
• Improving infrastructure including adequate parking, landscaping, slums and blight.
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Economic Development Priority Actions - The greater Cheyenne area is a thriving
economic center with diverse companies that provide a range of jobs, from entry-level positions to
professional and managerial positions. The greater Cheyenne area is selective about the types of
businesses it recruits resulting in the community achieving its goal of attracting clean businesses
that provide family-wage jobs.
New businesses are attracted because of its positive and favorable business climate and good
quality of life; which includes great parks and open spaces, a diverse selection of housing,
shopping and entertainment for all ages, and a full range of services including day care, libraries,
schools, health care and housing choices.
Laramie County Community College provides businesses with well-educated employees, offers
distance-learning opportunities and has a training facility in the center of a new business park. It
cooperates with the University of Wyoming so residents can complete bachelors and graduate
degrees in Cheyenne.
Cheyenne’s many transportation connections, including highway, train and air continue to provide
opportunities for distribution centers as well as headquarters for businesses looking for less
congested locations. There are several business parks to serve manufacturing,
warehousing/distribution and corporate services.
The LINCOLN COURT will add a full range of services to support new investment, including
alternative modes of transportation, provision of electricity, natural gas, telecommunications,
water / wastewater and storm water drainage.
• Develop opportunities for investments including new housing, independent retail –
including a coop grocery store, independent dining establishments.
• Encourage existing businesses to expand and encourage entrepreneurs to flourish
Measuring Market Development and Project Impact - Successful communities depend
on their ability to develop, attract and retain talent. In a community with abundant talent,
everyone benefits. The ability to attract and retain talent depends, in part, on quality of place.
And the best proxy for quality of place is vibrancy.
A 2010 article by Elizabeth Strom in the Journal of Planning Education and Research entitled,
"Artist Garret as Growth Machine? Local Policy and Artist Housing in U.S. Cities" finds that
while artists have always lived in cities, never before have city governments so actively sought to
court artists, most notably by developing of subsidized artist housing.
The article finds that artist housing programs can be found even in cities not known as cultural
cities and that in most cities, artist housing programs are considered part of an economic
development agenda.
The article concludes that the unique artists' class position render them well suited in the eyes of
public officials to play a transformative role in urban neighborhoods.
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A collaboration of top national foundations, the National Endowment for the Arts and various
federal agencies to accelerate creative place making across the U.S. called ArtPlace is developing
a new set of measures to understand the impact of its investments on community "vibrancy" called
“Vibrancy Indicators” which will be released in May 2012. WCM will use these indicators to
assess the level of vibrancy and project progress and measure changes in vibrancy over time.
Vibrancy is defined as "places with an unusual scale and intensity of specific kinds of human
interaction". ArtPlace will not able to measure vibrancy directly, but the data taken together, will
provide useful insights into the nature and location of especially vibrant places within cities.
Indicators include, people, activity and value.
Changes in indicators should occur at the neighborhood level but need to be additive at the city
level over time. Improvements in vibrancy should not reflect merely the rearrangement of activity
within a city but an increase in aggregate levels of activity.
LINCOLN COURT STRATEGIC PLAN
The LINCOLN COURT is a mixed-use, commercial and diverse housing project in
Cheyenne, WY. The project is faced with many challenges yet provides more opportunities.
GOAL 1: HOUSING – Investigate community and economic development opportunities
that involve the new creative economy. The City of Cheyenne Goal is to obtain safe, sanitary and
desirable housing for all Cheyenne residents that will provide quality of life.
Goal 1 Housing Objectives:
1. Based on the needs identified in the City of Cheyenne 3-5 Year Strategic Plan,
increasing home prices, increasing land costs, and rising rental rates, the lack of affordable
housing limits housing choices for many families. The LINCOLN COURT plans all permanently
affordable owner-occupied homes to help the city meet its objectives:
• City Objective: Housing for seniors increase by 20%.
• City Objective: Housing for veterans increase by 20%
2. Marketing and outreach to the broad community and to target markets identified by the
3-5 Year Strategic Plan:
• To households with housing problems and a household income <=50%MFI
• To elderly household with housing problems and a household income <=80%MFI
• To households with housing problems and a household income <=80%MFI
GOAL 2: HOUSING - Adequate provision of a continuum of safe, available, affordable
housing from emergency individual and family shelter, to sufficient rental assistance and
ownership opportunities for families and individuals. LINCOLN COURT helps the city meet:
Goal 2 Housing Objectives:
1. Provide employment training
• City Target – none:
2. Prepare/educate families for affordable, safe home ownership
• City Target – 70 families
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GOAL 3: COMMUNITY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT NEEDS – The
LINCOLN COURT helps the city meet its 3-5 Year Strategic Planning needs with regards to
community development, particularly, providing needed infrastructure to encourage economic
development. The City of Cheyenne Goals are: To prosper and achieve the quality of life our
residents desire, and to make our community a good place for people to live. A place of choice,
where people want to be; Develop resources to make economic opportunity available to all.
Goal 3 Community and Economic Development Planning Objective:
1. The economic history of Cheyenne has long been characterized by boom and bust
often followed by periods of stagnation. The cyclical impacts have forced Laramie County, and
Cheyenne, to diversify its strategies for economic growth. The LINCOLN COURT site is in the
city limits. The West End will connect with the West Edge to the downtown, which is undergoing
a renaissance. The LINCOLN COURT helps meet the following:
• City Objective: Develop 5 projects, which invest in infrastructure and amenities
contributing to overall quality of life. LINCOLN COURT meets this objective
• City Objective: Replace 5 non-productive land-use situations - including slums &
blight – with productive land uses. LINCOLN COURT meets this objective
2. The mixed use – commercial / diverse housing LINCOLN COURT project will be a
green development that encourages the development of creative economy home occupations and
further developing the partnership with the local educational community. The project helps meet
the following economic development objectives:
• City Objective: Promote community transportation from housing to jobs. The
LINCOLN COURT creates live – work opportunities with creative economy home
occupations.
• City Objective: Promote partnerships with the educational arena (high school,
community college and higher education institutions). The LINCOLN COURT
collaborates with the Wyoming Arts Council to meet this objective.
GOAL 4: COMMUNITY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT NEEDS - Develop an
infrastructure of sustainable services, birth through aging, to create self-sufficient individuals a
positive geographic identity, and a vital economic climate.
Goal 4 Community and Economic Development Planning Objectives:
1. To create collaborations with businesses, professional, corporate and non-profit
organizations, instituting internships, job training and mentoring to vulnerable at-risk youth. The
LINCOLN COURT helps the city meet the following objectives:
• City Target- 5 collaborations; LINCOLN COURT Target – 3 collaborations
2. To build a community that supports a living wage and offers the resources to create a
quality of life, affordable housing, employment growth and employer support, and continuing
education opportunities.
• City Target - 15 families ; LINCOLN COURT Target – at least 15 families
GOAL 5: OFFICE – RETAIL – CIVIC SPACES RECRUITMENT – The LINCOLN
COURT will be a mixed-use development that is walk-able and bike-able. There are planned to be
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convenience retail such as coffee shops, cleaners, food shopping, and medical services.
Goal 5 Office – Retail – Civic Spaces Recruitment Objectives:
1. Develop outreach and marketing strategy to attract a compatible and complementary forprofit retail / service business – nonprofit / civic / public agency as a tenant / owner.
GOAL 6: LINCOLN COURT FUNDING AND SUSTAINABILITY - Support the
mission and goals of the LINCOLN COURT and broaden the base of community and financial
support through a diversified outreach and marketing program.
Goal 6 LINCOLN COURT Fund Development Objectives:
1. The LINCOLN COURT project is envisioned in four phases, components of which
happen concurrently. This is a summary of each phase. The benchmark dates are estimates
assuming nothing goes awry. The main known limiting factors are the deadlines and processes
required by public agencies; and the main unknown limiting factor is the uncertainty around
decisions having to be made through political processes at local, state and national levels.
• Phase 1: Public Improvements - The first and biggest challenge is constructing
the public utilities.
City of Cheyenne HUD Grant application
Wyoming Business Council Business Ready Community Grant and
Community Facilities Grant and Loan Programs
• Phase 2: Community Outreach and Market Development - Concurrent with
Phase 1. Market-specific outreach will be development for senior citizens, nonEnglish speakers, the community at large, charettes for city government
representatives and contractors. Commercial / retail / civic organizations will be
sought as owners or tenants to occupy the commercial spaces.
Develop presentations for outreach and marketing
Develop building and condo profiles
Begin pre-sales
• Phase 3: Plan development and subdivision – The homes will be presold and
designed by the prospective property owner, which will affect the subdivision. The
subdivision is likely to be phased with the top three floors being residential and the
lower two floors being developed as office and commercial.
Finalize property ownership
Subdivision platting and permitting
• Phase 4: Construction – The project will be built. Construction financing will be
sought from debt and equity sources leveraged with the public funds raised in
Phase 1. The owners will obtain their own financing to purchase their homes.
Those individuals and families who qualify will have access to the existing
programs administered through the city of Cheyenne Community Development
Office and the Wyoming Community Development Authority.
LINCOLN COURT PRELIMINARY DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Yellow = single family; Orange = Multi-family; Red = Mixed-Use. The 15-acre LINCOLN
COURT site is zoned MUB (mixed use – business) and planned to be in possibly two or three
phases consistent with the Missile Drive Corridor plan.
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Dozzer LLC "Back 40 Subdivision on the West End of Cheyenne, Wyoming
Aerial Image
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Dozzer LLC "Back 40 Subdivision on the West End of Cheyenne, Wyoming
County Assessor Boundary Map
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